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This attunement is a simple energetic healing
procedure, meant to open the seeker to the
harmonic flow of abundance and prosperity
of the Universe.
It works gently but effectively, as it is
designed to remove dissonant frequencies,
blocks and even “walls” of resistance that a
person might have built unconsciously to
prevent goodness and abundance to get into
their lives.
When a person is having financial issues,
sometimes the problem is not that they aren't
talented, or capable, or trying hard enough.
They may even be trying to think positively or
affirm their wealth with gratitude practice,
but something simply keeps standing in their
way.
No amount of positive thinking, however, will
work for a person who believes that they
should not be happy, or worse, that they do
not deserve the blessings of good things deep
down inside of themselves. We often get
these feelings of unworthiness from growing
up in dysfunctional family environments, as
well as accessing some triggers of past lives
experienced in our present daily lives.
This attunement will require some work from
the seeker: the practice of exercises we call
Intunements. Also, it will not instantly solve
financial problems, but will empower the
recipient to make better choices and move
forward in their lives for increased
abundance down the line.

This will make huge difference in your
general energy system, because it will open
your power centers to the natural flow of
plenty of this universe. It will attune you with
the magnetized field of energy that will help
you attract good things.

The energy of goodness and eternal
abundance is the one that permeates the
entire universe; its symbol is the symbol of
the infinite, or the one we all know as the
number eight laid on its side.
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Dedicate a time where you will be calm and
able to do this exercise for at least 15
minutes, prior to the receiving of this energy.
Breath deep at least six times, with your eyes
closed. Imagine the symbol above showing
itself in front of your eyes, more or less close
to your third eye. Imagine it pulsating and
made with pure gold.
With this symbol in your mind’s eye, intone
inside of yourself, 12 times:

The more blocks you remove, the more you
will feel the effect of the natural flow of
goodness and blessings.
The more blocks you have, the longer it may
take to get into a point of balance and
plenitude;, but this is not a reason to give up.
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Kadoish Kadoish Kadoish, Adonai
Tsabayoth
If you prefer, you can also say it this way, also
repeating it 12 times:
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Sanctus Sanctus Sanctus, Dominus Dei,
Tsabayoth
Breathe again deeply and say out loud:
I am prepared and I accept the attunement
of allowing prosperity into my life for my
greater good. May this be done, according
to Divine Will, according to Divine Light,
and in alignment with Christconsciousness. And So It Is.
Stay in meditative state for as long as you feel
you should.
The transmission can vary from half an hour
to one entire hour. Be aware that you may
feel sleepy or the opposite, full of energy.
The fully integration of this attunement can
take from seven to twenty one days.

Once attuned, there is a simple process that
can be used to access the energy:
Sit or lie comfortably.
Breathe in and out deeply, with the intention
of breathing in and allowing abundance
inside of your life.
On the in breath, affirm to yourself silently:
I am worthy of love and abundance in my
life.
On the out-breath, affirm silently:
I am letting go of any feelings of
unworthiness and unforgiveness.
Do this for as long as you like, as often as you
wish.

After being attuned once you can attune
and re-attune yourself at any time by
invoking Archangel Michael.
Lord Michael, please attune me, (state your
name) to the eternal and immortal energy of
abundance. I humbly ask that my energies to
be aligned with the higher vibrations of love,
harmony and goodness that permeated and
sustain all. May this be done, according to
Divine Will, according to Divine Light, for the
greatest good of all and always aligned with all
the frequencies of Christ-consciousness.
There is no time limit to re-attune yourself.
This energy can and should be shared with
everyone, and it is ok to charge to provide
personalized attunements, if you offer
attunements as part of a Reiki or other
energetic healing practice.

I live my life in perfect trust with the Light of
the omnipresent goodness; that brings me
everything I need in the right time. I am on
earth to manifest my Divine and sacred part
of the plane of the Divine in all its perfection.
*
I am an idea that was manifested from the
Divine mind. Like me, all that exists in the
Universe and that surrounds me were created
by Its Divine, powerful and Infinite Mind. All
the material resources, such as money,
abundance and wealth were also manifested
by the Divine mind with a purpose to
manifest peace, harmony and plenty to all.
*
I consciously accept all the resources created
by the Mind of God to assist me in the
fulfilling of my personal, collective and global
contracts and responsibilities.
*
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I am opening myself to receive prosperity,
plenitude, abundance and wealth in many
shapes and frequencies: such as in
relationships, in love, in material resources
and in health.

It is sealed in truth, in honor and pure
love with the divinity of my being.

*
I consciously declare that everything that may
be lacking in my life be immediately filled by
Divine decree of the eternal law of grace with
love, goodness, plenitude, peace of mind,
heart and spirit. In accordance with all the
harmonics of All That Is, I so declare, decree
and dream awake. And So It Is.

(To be made in front of a mirror)

*
I am open to receive all the goodness and
abundance of the Universe.
I know that prosperity is part of my human
nature and it is present in every circumstance
of my life, even when it is not clear to me.
The prosperity energy that I attract to me
now is translated into what I need more in my
life, be it money, health, harmony, love or
resources to materialize my rightful dreams
aligned with my higher purpose.
I know that everything I need to reach my
highest purpose and fulfillment is coming to
me effortlessly, always in the exact moment I
need. I allow the Goodness of the Universe,
translated by Love and Light of Christconsciousness, to realign my meridians and
chakras to receive it all perfectly and
harmonically.
I reach prosperity in every action and I know
I prosper because I am authorized to receive
the blessings and the assistance of the Divine
providence though my Divine nature.
I declare, decree and dream awake that this is
now done. And So It Is.

I am an expression of the beauty of God.
Through the beauty and intelligence of who I
AM, I declare and decree that the same Divine
beauty be restored and perfected in every
single cell in my body, in all my organs, in
every breath and all my extra-physical bodies.
All my energy system obeys my conscious
command of loving harmony with the
Universe, and my heart pulsates beauty and
pure thoughts. My eyes are expressions of
compassion to others and my soul agrees
with the fulfilling of all my earthly needs.
I so declare. And So It Is.

To receive the Attunements at an agreed
upon time just go into a quiet or
meditative state and ask /intend to
receive them. You may do a room
clearing or preparation of your
preference before the attunement, if you
wish to, but it is not necessary to do so.
To get attunement that is set in a time
window, relax or meditate or enter a
relaxed and receptive mental, emotional
state and then ask, intend, request, that if
it is in accord with their highest good, you
receive whatever is being made available.
Many people first call on their higher self,
spiritual source or guide or angel etc. if
they work with one of these to mediate
the attunement and confirm that it is
suitable for them to get it at the time.
Some people with very strong general
shields may need to consciously lower
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their shields to receive them.
This is a simple mental intention you
allow the attunement or energy work to
come in or happen.

several different functions, you can
usually choose to accept the set of
attunements in one continuous flow or
you can allow each section to come in one
at a time.

Some people do feel energy and
attunements as they come in but not
everyone does. Many people can feel
energies attunement as they occur,
sensing things like heat or waves of
energy flowing into their body or they
may see light or even images or hear
music. Many people do not have any such
experience at all, other than perhaps
feeling both more relaxed and energized
than usual. Most people, but not all, who
regularly feel subtle energies are able to
feel some of the energy coming in. The
key to getting the attunements is to
intend to get them and allow them to
come in - allow the energies to come in
(usually they enter at the crown and to go
throughout your body).

After you have gotten an attunement, you
will be able to activate the activatable
functions by intention. This is a mental
command or request. Using your own
words is fine. That is, you simply intend to
use "run" a function and allow it to run.
Many of the shakti do require a slight bit
of mental attention to continue running.

It is OK to fall asleep; this does not
interfere with getting energies or
attunements at all and may allow deeper
work than when you are awake. Some
attunements seem to put people to sleep
frequently.

Shakti is often used as a term for any
spiritual energy frequency that can be
called in and "run" or used /received for
some spiritual purpose. They are found in
spiritual traditions worldwide and
functions usually presented in other
forms can also be transmitted as shakti.
There is an almost infinite variety of
shakti.

The time the attunements take to come in
varies greatly depending on what is in the
attunement, how the individual works
with energy and other Factors. Most
attunements will have some information
about how long the energy may run.
You can move around and do other things
during the attunement or treatment and
they will still come in but it is preferable
to remain in a receptive meditation
during this time if possible.
When Attunements are for a system with
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Some people do not feel energy so they
can get an attunement and not feel it but
are able to tell they got it from the results
of using the functions.
Remember that running energy is not
something you have to really work at or
struggle with. Allow the energy to run
rather than forcing or pushing it.

The term is often used only for healing
/spiritual energies with "intelligence'
rather than for any general vibration
frequency. In other words, it's not just an
ambient vibration and does not apply to
all sensed energy but only to healing or
spiritually effective frequencies of energy.
The ability to work with shakti is
traditionally the result of many years of
study, practice and experience of spiritual
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and esoteric matters. These Abilities can
be received by an attunement or
transmission to the aura from a person
who is able to transmit / facilitate
attunements for a particular energy work
system. It can also be received directly
from spirit or through osmosis by
spending time with people or information
that are well skilled in this work and
some seem to be reawakening of past life
skills.
You activate or run a shakti you have
received an attunement for by intending
to do so. Mentally ask / intend to run it
and allow it to flow. Information about
How specific shakti are used is normally
explained in material provided in regard
to specific attunements and systems.
Most attunements, treatments or energy
samples are set up in a way that they can
be received over a window of time,
typically three to four days. Some may be
done on a real time basis where the
sender does the energy work and the
recipient gets it at the same time but most
are done using a time window for
convenience. Some Attunements may be
set up to be available at any time for
anyone who wants to call them in.

their highest good .
It is very helpful to have at least a little
experience with meditation or conscious
relaxation to facilitate getting the
attunements.
These are direct intention attunements
and energies. There is no formal ritual
required to receive them. To receive the
Attunements or energy samples when
they are made available just go into a
quiet or meditative state and ask /intend
to receive them, If it in accord with your
highest good to do so. You might say
something like “I ask to receive and call in
(whatever it is) if it is in accord with my
highest good now." You may do a room
clearing or preparation of your
preference before the attunement if you
wish to. It is not necessary to do so.
The section on About Attunements is from the
works of Peggy Jentoft.

What the person sending or grounding
the attunement does usually is to connect
with the energy source and connect with
the recipient and serve as a channel for
the treatment or attunement. In a way
the window method is a bit like recording
some music or a video for later viewing or
listening, only in this case it is energy.
Protections are built into the energies and
systems and they cannot do harm. The
window is set up so that the recipient
connects with the source or energy
stream themselves and allows the
attunement to come in, if it in accord with
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